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Introduction
Ringtones were once all the rage. You could set your 

favourite melody as your phone’s ringtone instead of the 

ones that came with the phone as standard. This was just 

the start of the mobile phone’s incredible journey from 

a simple voice terminal to an intelligent amalgam of 

computing and communicating power and its prowess 

to turn the mundane into something cool and delightful 

if not all together useful. 

Novel ringtones were especially attractive to young 

consumers who found in them new ways to express 

themselves, make a statement, indicate their identity, 

or advertise their aspirations and, more often than not, 

cause general annoyance to adults around them. The 

irrepressible and unbearable crazy frog ringtone that 

ended up making its creator a millionaire and many adults 

wishing they could wring his neck was far from a one-off 

gimmick or fly-by-night fashion. It represented a genre 

that, within a few years, would grow into a multi-billion 

dollar global industry. The mobile industry had once again 

tapped a gold mine and the era of mobile commerce, 

heralded by the simple business of ringtones, had begun.

In spite of the hype around mobile, most players – 

financial institutions, mobile operators, technology 

companies, platform providers, merchants and others 

- consider the mobile channel so significantly important 

that their future strategic and investment plans have been 

built around it.  

When asked how to respond to the mobile opportunity, 

Eric Schmidt, the former CEO of Google famously said that, 

“The answer should always be mobile first …. put your 

best people on mobile projects.”

This is not just one top executive’s vote of confidence 

in the mobile channel but a general reflection of the 

industry mindset. This optimism and sense of expectation 

is supported by hard facts. Companies ignore these at 

their own peril. The world’s population is bursting at the 

seams and is estimated to be nearing 7 billion. Nothing in 

the history of consumer products has ever come close to the 

penetration reached by mobile devices which are estimated 

to be around 5.5 billion – equally popular in all parts of the 

globe – irrespective of economic conditions or geographic 

location. In many developed markets the number of mobile 

devices has overtaken the size of the population. Smart 

phones and mobile tablet devices are making the mobile 

experience a lot richer and more useful than ever before. 

More and more, we see the migration of communication on 

a mobile device from the ear to the eye.

Smart phones are rapidly making irrelevant the distinction 

between computing and communicating. What was once a 

mobile phone is now also a computer and what was once a 

computer is now also a mobile communication device. 

Voice is no longer the only way to communicate. Mobile 

email, text messages, Facebook, global positioning 

systems – are just some of the many innovative ways 

to communicate and exchange information, ideas and 

payments without being tied down to a wire coming out 

of a socket in the wall. 

Checking for friends at a public place with Facebook 

Mobile, scanning through hundreds of reviews painfully 

written and aggregated over months, often years, about 

the food at a particular restaurant, receiving a discount 

coupon to buy your favourite ice cream on the way home, 

catering to your addiction of playing interactive games on 

your phone to kill time, tapping your phone to check in at 

an airport or board a train, or pay for anything absolutely 

anywhere in the world, is a picture that would have seemed, 

only a few decades ago, to come out of a futuristic movie 

clip. But this is already happening. 

The question is when it will become the standard way of 

living for most of us. Today we shake hands to acknowledge 

and exchange cards to introduce, in future we may just be 

tapping phones to connect and stay connected.
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MOBILE DEMAND IS gLOBAL

The demand for mobile commerce services is not limited to the 

richer more developed markets of the West but is also to be found in 

abundance in poorer developing countries of Asia, America or Africa. 

This came to light in countries where mobile payments first took root 

- such as the Philippines and Kenya. 

IT IS A VIABLE BuSINESS

Mobile commerce enjoys a profitable and sustainable business 

model. As with software, every bit of digital content – a ringtone, a 

song or a mobile app, contributes to the bottom line of the provider. 

The incremental costs of selling, once fixed costs have been met, are 

next to nothing. As a result ringtone providers shared a significant 

portion of their revenues with mobile operators, often as high as 50%, 

an economic characteristic that can hardly be found in any other area 

of business or industry. 

Mobile operators, however, 

realise that this return relates 

to digital content only. On the 

proximity side, returns are a lot 

less but more stable. There are 

also issues on the business model 

and stakeholder roles but these 

are likely to be ironed out as 

commercial deployments begin.

BuT, ThERE ARE NO 
guARANTEES

No stakeholder has a guaranteed 

position in the market for mobile 

commerce. A better product or 

service, smarter technology, 

more user-friendly interface, 

better distribution, or some other 

improvement, enhancement, or 

Mobile Commerce

Mobile commerce is already here. PayPal recently reported 

that their annual mobile payment volumes will be in 

the $7 billion range for 2012 and growing. Google, the 

current leader in online search and advertising is making 

substantial investments in mobile commerce and has rolled 

out its mobile offering, the Google Wallet that allows 

consumers to store payment instruments, receive attractive 

sales offers and relevant coupons and redeem them. 

Mobile commerce has many aspects and offers literally unlimited 

opportunities to develop and sell profitable products and services. 

It also provides the possibility of obtaining, with consumer 

permission, accurate and relevant data about their preferences, 

choices and behaviour. 

The ringtone phenomenon gave us early insights into the 

emerging world of mobile commerce and some of these are 

discussed below: 

ThE MOBILE COMMERCE MATRIx

SOURCE: EDC
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consumer on the phone bill or charged against a prepaid account, 

mobile apps are now sold chiefly via app stores that bypass the Mobile 

operators making them a lot more nervous and less secure than ever 

before. These app stores such as iTunes and Android Marketplace have 

largely replaced the relevance of mobile operators. 

The revenue sharing arrangements between the content developer 

and the content seller have hardly changed but it is now the app 

store that takes 30% of revenues from digital content sold, not the 

customer’s mobile operator. 

Talking about apps, it must be mentioned that the humble browser, 

the “traditional” way of internet access, has not been completely 

ignored for the mobile device. In fact mobile web development is 

on the rise but developers still have challenges of cross browser 

portability and mastering various types of programming languages to 

cater to the different types of browser in the market.

innovation - will always provide the possibility for someone to change 

the rules of the game. The mobile “eco-system”, to re-use an over-used 

analogy from the natural world, is dynamic, evolving, and will continue 

to grow as long as it is sustained by enterprise, benefits of interoperability, 

and open architecture. Companies that seek to limit consumer choice or 

“own” the customer or sit on regular revenue streams, or those who have 

navigated successfully through a sea of competitors and henceforth expect 

to sail in calmer waters are guaranteed to be disappointed.

The EDC Mobile Commerce Matrix (page 5) highlights the fact 

that customer knowledge is at the centre of all mobile commerce 

initiatives.

These days, besides ringtones and songs, small but sophisticated bits 

of software called mobile apps are providing us with entertainment, 

convenience, and possibilities to be more productive. But unlike the 

previous business model where ringtone purchases were billed to the 
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no longer part of banking alone but are being offered by innovative 

non-banks as well. But still, banks retain the advantage of offering 

both.

Mobile banking is going the way of online banking in the sense that 

no bank or financial institution can afford to ignore mobile banking 

or spend months on end studying the business case questions. Mobile 

banking is now what they call in good old fashioned business school 

language, a “competitive necessity.” 

In developing markets, mobile operators are offering both – 

mobile banking as well as payments. Due to lack of access to banking 

infrastructure, mobile banking is already mainstream in some markets 

and the mobile device offers the primary mode of a consumer’s 

financial interaction including and especially mobile payments. In 

these markets, consumers make good use of more basic and cheaper 

handsets to meet their needs. 

MOBILE ONLINE fIRST

In the 2012 Survey, respondents clearly acknowledged the 

opportunities available to stakeholders for mobile online payments. The 

The world has come a long way from the mundane magic of 

ringtones. Now anyone can download an original song, in fact a whole 

album, a symphony, or a movie, or an entire music video collection 

directly on to a mobile device. Ringtones are still alive and kicking 

but are being absorbed within the broader business of global mobile 

commerce. 

The online connectivity of the mobile device means that we can 

now connect to our bank, card issuer or insurance company to check 

live updates to account balances, statements, transaction histories and 

undertake payments. At the very basic level, consumers can receive 

alerts, text or email messages, on their mobile phones, letting them 

know when a major payment was initiated or if money was received 

in one of their accounts.

NO NEW INfRASTRuCTuRE

The most important aspect of mobile online connectivity is that, 

other than bandwidth issues or, in some countries, the relative cost 

of using mobile internet connectivity, all types of payments can be 

made - safely, securely, and efficiently using existing technology 

and infrastructure. There are 

no technology gaps that have 

to be bridged and there are no 

questions about the business 

viability of mobile online 

commerce. Online stores such as 

Amazon have embraced mobile 

commerce as an extension to 

their existing online services. 

Though this section is focused 

on payments, it is important 

to say a word about banking 

as payments and banking have 

traditionally been seen as joint 

and interlinked. This is still 

true except that payments are 

Mobile Online Payments

1: MOBILE PAYMENTS ExPECTED TO DRIVE MOBILE COMMERCE

SOURCE: EDC/PCM ADVANCED PAYMENTS SURVEY 2012. 
NOTE: FOR DEFINITIONS OF PAYMENT CATEGORIES PLEASE SEE APPENDIX 1.
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PayPal is a leader in online mobile payments. In 2011 PayPal’s 

mobile payments volume reached $4 billion. The usefulness of mobile 

online payments is particularly evident on or around public holidays. 

PayPal reported a 552% increase in mobile payment volumes on Cyber 

Monday 2011 compared to 2010. 

One of the reasons why PayPal is so successful in mobile online 

payments is because it has made the transition from an online payments 

company to a true virtual payment engine combining both personal 

computing and mobile devices and providing choice to customers. 

†www.visionmobile.com - “Developer Economics 2011”

top payment categories, expected to drive mobile commerce further, 

are mobile online (or remote) payments for digital and physical goods. 

Online payments for digital goods relate mainly to purchases of 

mobile apps and entertainment content while online payments for 

physical goods refer to items that are ordered over a mobile device 

but are delivered over regular physical channels. Person to person 

(P2P) payments are close behind. These are payments between 

individuals for whatever reason including those made to very small 

or informal businesses. 

  According to estimates, a total of 1.2 billion apps were downloaded† 

over a week from December 25 – 31, 2011 on a global basis bringing 

the average weekly downloads in December 2011 to a staggering 750 

million. The US led the app revolution with just over 500 million 

apps downloaded that week, followed by China with 99 million, and 

the United Kingdom with 81 million downloads. Admittedly, many 

of these may have been free apps but because others are available at 

very low affordable prices, app downloads and payments for these will 

continue to be popular and only grow with time. (See chart 1)
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In addition to this added convenience, consumers are more likely to 

switch to mobile payments if there are deals and incentives available 

that match their personal preferences, tastes, spending behaviour, 

or physical location. Mobile technology allows for more effective 

targeting of consumers for mobile coupons, offers, loyalty points and 

other forms of incentives. Redemption rates are likely to be higher 

than those for any other channel because merchants are able to offer 

coupon redemption in a simple and convenient manner - by tapping, 

touching or waving the mobile device at a contactless terminal. This 

combined bundle of payment and incentives carries more value, and 

wallet providers such as Google, are making significant investments 

towards this end. This is often referred to as the “value bundle”.

KEY DRIVERS fOR ADOPTION

The 2012 Survey showed that respondents regarded the value 

bundle - the dual value proposition of payment convenience and the 

attractiveness of deals - to be the most compelling drivers of mobile 

proximity transactions.  

But the survey results also point out that looking after the interests 

of the consumers and understanding what consumer side drivers are, 

is only one part of a two sided equation. The other part of the equation 

has to do with merchants. To drive mobile proximity transactions 

merchants will have to come on board as well and the ultimate success 

of the proximity value bundle is very much a function of merchant and 

not only consumer demand. 

The value bundle is attractive to merchants because they are 

able to target customers better with incentives and offers to gain 

“footfall”. The 2012 Survey respondents also thought that to drive 

mobile proximity payments there may be a need to offer incentives 

to merchants or even a straight forward reduction in the cost of 

acceptance. Not everyone agrees. Many argue that merchants not only 

benefit from additional customer throughput, higher sales through 

more effective marketing, but also save significantly on cash handling 

costs. These are substantial benefits and combining them with 

further incentives and price cuts will seriously erode the cash flow for 

providers of NFC proximity services. (See Chart 2) 

Mobile Proximity Payments

Mobile proximity payments are more complex than mobile 

online or remote payments. Just as a payment card is 

swiped or inserted to make a payment at a shop, a mobile 

contactless or proximity payment is initiated by touching 

or tapping the phone on a contactless terminal. The person 

making the payment must be present and in possession of 

the mobile phone in order to make a payment. 

Enabling proximity payments is a not simply a matter of sticking a 

contactless chip on the back of a phone, as on a key fob or on any other 

item of personal use, but of designing the circuitry inside the phone 

in such a way that confidential payment data is stored securely on a 

smart chip inside it. There is general industry agreement that Near 

Field Communication (NFC) technology is the universal standard for 

mobile proximity transactions though there are competing approaches 

available in the market. The smart chip is connected to an antenna to 

communicate with a POS terminal or other devices in an interactive 

manner. Payment card details, and other information, such as mobile 

coupons and vouchers can be sent over-the-air (OTA) to a consumer’s 

mobile handset and stored in a safe place – on what is referred to as the 

“secure element” – a computer chip that can be accessed to complete 

a proximity transaction in a fraction of a second. 

A BuNDLE Of BENEfITS

Transaction security, speed, and convenience, represent the key 

benefits of proximity technology in considerably enhancing the 

consumer payment experience.  Merchants are able to reduce the 

time required to process a payment so that they are able to serve more 

customers. This means higher sales revenues and increased profits. 

Fast food or quick service restaurants, fuel stations, mass transit 

authorities, and others who rely on a high number of sales of relatively 

small value, quite naturally, support the technology as it provides 

faster customer “throughput.” 

Almost every pilot programme has demonstrated that consumers 

are overwhelmingly in favour of the service. It provides them with a 

quick and convenient way to undertake a mundane but necessary task 

of payments and exercise better control over their finances. 



has been a huge stumbling block over the years and it refuses to go away. 

Stakeholders have shied away from investing in the technology limiting 

themselves to small pilot programmes that almost always conclude 

in a resounding thumbs-up for the technology, but when it comes to 

considering commercial roll outs, most opt for a wait-and-see approach. 

In most developed markets, mobile handsets are subsidised by 

the consumer’s mobile operator. In the past, mobile operators have 

been reluctant to order phones with NFC technology citing lack of 

contactless terminal base where the phones could be used to make 

payments or redeem coupons. They also want to ensure that if they 

pay for NFC features in the handsets they order, there are clear and 

substantial benefits of doing so. In other words, they want to see a 

viable business case resulting from such investments. They certainly 

do not want to end up holding the bill for NFC while the benefits 

accrue to someone else. Merchants or other owners of POS terminal 

estates do not want to buy new terminals or enhance existing ones 

unless they know that consumers have NFC enabled handsets that can 

be used to make payments. 

Whatever the reasons, it is clear that consumers who switch from 

paying with cash to mobile proximity payments are not likely to 

switch back to the old ways easily. It is also clear that no consumer 

wants to carry an additional handset just for making mobile proximity 

transactions. It is important that NFC is part and parcel of the top 

selling handset models so that consumers can combine all handset 

features in one device. 

CONTINuINg ChALLENgES

NFC has great promise and is expected to revolutionise the way we 

pay today as well as create new opportunities for mobile marketing and 

commerce. But it also faces some significant challenges.

NOT ThERE YET

Despite strong expectations and optimistic predictions over the past 

few years, NFC enabled phones are still not commercially available. Not 

many POS terminals, even in the leading developed markets, are able to 

accept contactless transactions of any kind, card or mobile. This problem 
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2: MOBILE PROxIMITY PAYMENTS - KEY DRIVERS fOR ADOPTION

SOURCE: EDC/PCM ADVANCED PAYMENTS SURVEY 2012.
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to enable a phone to be used for payments. The card data is secure 

and they are easy to switch between phones and devices for people 

who use more than one handset, usually one for business and another 

for personal use. They can also be mailed just like credit cards to 

consumers. These cards take the control out of the hands of the 

mobile operators and are favoured by banks. Many NFC trials in the 

United States funded by banks have leveraged the SD card. In fact a 

potential industry move away from the SIM to the SD card, if that 

were to happen, will not be too different from the shift, disastrous 

for the mobile operators, of digital content from their closed “walled 

gardens” to the popular app stores. But mobile operators rightly point 

out the inadequacies of the card. It does not work at all with some 

mobile phone handsets, with a great deal of difficulty with some 

others, and continues to have technical problems. It is also the most 

expensive of all options. Also, for those who already use SD cards on 

their phones for storing pictures or maps for navigation are not likely 

to find juggling tiny cards to switch between the various applications 

at all favourable.

The Embedded Chip: The embedded chip as the secure element is 

fast growing in popularity and preference. It is fixed inside the handset 

so there is no need for consumers to switch or change anything. When 

someone upgrades their handset, the data on the embedded chip is 

transferred to the new phone. Google’s mobile payments strategy 

is built around this option and there are reports that shipments of 

embedded secure elements by the major manufacturers grew manyfold 

in 2011. Analysts estimate that 20 million chips were shipped in the 

second half of 2011†.  The embedded chip is reportedly an inexpensive 

and technically viable alternative and offers the handset owner or 

provider control over mobile payments. Google has announced its 

inclination to ensure that the embedded chip offers banks and other 

providers the most economical alternative. 

Software Based Secure Element: The three candidates above 

represent hardware based solutions. What about the software option 

storing card credentials and other data on the phone memory in a 

secure manner? This is certainly possible but industry specialists 

disregard this option on grounds of its vulnerability to being 

As mentioned above, NFC technology must not be available only on 

a few selected second tier mobile handsets. It should be available on 

most handsets if NFC initiated payments are to become mainstream.

However, we expect 2012 to be a significant year in the slow and 

painful evolution of mobile proximity services.

ThE CuRIOuS CASE Of ThE SECuRE ELEMENT

The story does not end here. As far as mobile proximity payments 

are concerned, lack of POS terminal footprint and mobile handsets, is 

only one part of the problem. Another issue, though regarded by many 

as done and dusted, is still very much present in the minds of others.

The location where secure card credentials are stored on the mobile 

handset, referred to as the “secure element” has been the subject of 

debate on both business and technical grounds. There are three, 

potentially four, candidates for the secure element; these are discussed 

below briefly.

The Universal Subscriber Identity Module (USIM or 

just SIM): also referred to as the Universal Integrated Circuit Card 

(UICC):  This little chip is at the heart of all GSM mobile handsets 

and is the most viable candidate to act as the secure element for NFC 

payments. It is secure and convenient especially when consumers 

upgrade to new phones. It is also the property of the mobile operator 

and is, not surprisingly, perceived by the mobile industry as the 

perfect candidate for the secure element. However, others disagree. 

The SIM, they say is secure and simple to manage for the customer 

but who owns the SIM? The ownership dilemma is a major one for 

banks and other providers who complain that the mobile operators 

and the consortiums they have formed in some countries are asking 

inordinately high fees for use of the SIM as the secure element, not a 

good value proposition for an industry that has yet to graduate from a 

plethora of pilots to commercial roll outs.

Secure Digital Cards: SD Cards or Micro SD Cards: Most of 

us are familiar with these little cards that are used to store data and 

fit snugly in slots in cameras, computers and phones. SD cards with 

NFC capabilities communicate with apps developed for the purpose 
†NFC Times



TuRNINg MOBILES INTO POS

Accepting card payments has traditionally been a challenge for 

small and medium firms, who are often reluctant to invest in a POS 

terminal or are unwilling to pay expensive and recurrent rental fees. 

However, SMEs can now leverage a smartphone and turn it into a POS 

by downloading an app, often in conjunction with a piece of hardware 

(also called reader).

Contrary to classic card terminals, these solutions are well adapted 

to the need of SMEs with quick setup, rapid payout and often provide a 

free reader to remove any barrier to adoption. Mobiles as POS are easy 

to use and provide a simple fee structure based only on usage. This 

explains why devices in the US as well as in Europe are developing 

rapidly and gaining traction to service a fast-growing mobile-POS 

landscape.

In the US alone, there are more than 1 million SMEs adopting these 

solutions and the number of transaction keeps increasing. If security 

and fraud issues are addressed appropriately, turning mobiles into POS 

will become a highly profitable niche and contribute to the next wave 

of growth in card payments.

compromised. This option is not hacker-safe at least at this point in 

time. The future may offer possibilities. 

In the 2012 Survey, respondents reflected the industry preference 

for the SIM or the embedded chip with the SD card being the least 

plausible. However, in opposition to the industry’s firm belief, and 

perhaps because it offers the least painful solution, a software based 

option which is also sufficiently secure is rated highly as a possibility. If 

a secure and operationally viable software based solution can be found, 

it would seem to be the best possible option. (See Chart 3)
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3: SECuRE ELEMENT OPTIONS

SOURCE: EDC/PCM ADVANCED PAYMENTS SURVEY 2012.
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behaviour and preset preferences. 

However, consumers are notoriously difficult to influence. 

Proximity technologies will not gain traction if they require 

consumers to learn new ways or expect them to alter their existing 

habits. Lack of familiarity has been the demise of many new ideas and 

innovations. That is why often advertisers and marketing specialists 

engineer campaigns that seek to establish an emotional connection 

with consumers. The emotional response to a new product is 

often more powerful than the calculated rational response. Timely 

and targeted offers can increase the chances of take-up through 

immediate and impulse based decisions to buy.

The 2012 Survey respondents firmly indicated that mobile 

payments on their own are not sufficient to drive consumer adoption 

but the value bundle – payments together with incentives and offers 

– has a higher chance of persuading consumers to change their 

behaviour. 

Mobile Value Bundle and the Mobile Wallet

ThE VALuE BuNDLE
Mobile value added services refer to deals, coupons, discounts, 

loyalty or other forms of incentives that are offered to consumers 

over a mobile device. Such incentives do not represent anything new 

for consumers used to paper coupons or online vouchers which are 

marketed and redeemed by consumers in the millions across the 

world. But the mobile channel adds another important and very 

useful dimension. Mobile phones offer the customer’s location as an 

additional data point to providers who can, with a little ingenuity, 

match attractive offers to customer needs. Of course the customer’s 

permission must be obtained at all times. 

People carry their favourite loyalty cards in their wallets alongside 

perhaps, paper vouchers or coupons for discounts or special offers. 

How often have you been stuck behind someone in a supermarket 

checkout sorting, organising and fumbling small paper coupons cut 

out carefully from newspapers or cereal boxes, or unfurling folded 

computer printouts showing faded barcodes that would not scan? If 

you have all the coupons and paper vouchers you need stored on your 

mobile device, which could be redeemed with a simple phone tap, 

life would be a lot easier.

The advantage of the mobile phone is not just that it serves as a 

storage device for loyalty cards, offers and coupons – but that these 

can be sent to the consumer depending upon pre-set preferences and 

more interestingly, based on the consumer’s physical location and 

redeemed, as mentioned above, in a simple manner. Location based 

services make such marketing offers a lot more relevant and effective 

in terms of getting the consumer to take notice and then actually use 

them. The key feature in mobile offers is that they can be targeted 

far more precisely than those sent through mail or email. These 

mobile offers and discounts, if designed and implemented rightly, 

carry significant potential. 

Mobile technology has the potential of radically reshaping the 

marketing strategies of many merchants. They will have to develop 

strategies that take advantage of the connectivity and ubiquity of 

the mobile device using customer data, their location, roaming 
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several providers, in a way that will add convenience, efficiency and 

encouragement to use through targeted deals and offers.

As far as payments are concerned the mobile device combines 

the convenience of physical cash and the plastic card for in-store 

purchases and the personal computer for making online purchases 

or sending money to others thousands of miles away.  

The mobile device stores a consumer’s payment credentials in 

virtual format which can be updated, managed and used to make 

payments, conveniently and securely. 

The advantage of a mobile device, apart from convenience and 

efficiency is that it offers more control, visibility and security than 

a physical wallet. It is possible to check balances on any bank or 

card account, track payments, and view payment history. Payments 

to other people or merchants located thousands of miles away can be 

made as easily as if from a connected personal computer.

MOBILE WALLETS WILL BROADLY fEATuRE:

•	 A	prepaid	account: A virtual prepaid account, whether resident 

on the mobile device, or on the “cloud” (another popular term, 

meaning somewhere on the connected network), that can be 

funded via a bank account, a payment card or any other source of 

funds, and can be used to transfer funds to another virtual prepaid 

account for person-to-person or person-to-business payments 

or for whatever purpose. This is analogous to cash in your real 

wallet. You get cash from the bank and place in it your wallet and 

you pay other people with it.

•	 Payment	instruments: The wallet can also store a consumer’s 

payment cards – all types of credit, debit and charge cards. 

When you need to pay for something you select a particular card 

to initiate the transaction. Again the analogy with the physical 

wallet is relevant - plastic cards for the physical wallet in your 

pocket and virtual cards for the virtual wallet on your phone. A 

wallet can also be the repository of other, non-payment data and 

information, which as discussed above, is at the core of the mobile 

wallet concept.

Here are some of the highlights of the survey relating to 

mobile value added services:

• 94% agree that mobile value added services such as discounts and 

offers and not just payments alone will drive mobile commerce

• 90% indicated that the mobile channel provides invaluable 

information on the buying habits of customers

• 94% stated that mobile advertising spend will continue to grow 

significantly

• 78% - less than the overwhelming percentages above but still a 

significant majority favour barcodes as a potential short term solution 

for redeeming coupons and vouchers delivered on a mobile device

MOBILE WALLET

Of all the concepts currently in circulation, that of the mobile 

wallet appears to enjoy the most popularity. It is discussed endlessly at 

conferences and industry events, marketed prodigiously by technology 

providers, and embraced by aspiring leaders of the mobile payments 

industry as a sort of strategic fulcrum around which everything else 

will one day revolve, the centre point of their mobile strategy.

There are several essential components that can be collectively 

packaged within a mobile wallet but ultimately mobile wallets will 

help providers bundle services for their consumers, potentially from 
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•	 Other: There are several other essential items that can be 

digitised and stored within mobile wallets such as those relating 

to personal digital identification or even secure access to buildings 

or cars.

The 2012 Survey revealed that respondents felt mobile wallets will 

become the preferred method of payment in the future as they will 

store a choice of payment instruments for consumers to select from. 

A majority agreed that there is likely to be one preferred wallet for 

each consumer as far as payments are concerned but not necessarily 

for other digital credentials such as personal digital ID’s. 

Most of the key players in the next section are already offering or 

planning to offer mobile wallets. Some of them are partnering with 

other mobile wallet providers and at the same time planning to offer 

their own wallets.

•	 Loyalty	 and	 offers: Loyalty programmes and customer 

incentives have become mainstream. Providing loyalty points or 

other forms of incentives designed to encourage customers to visit 

stores, whether physical or virtual, is part of the marketing plans 

and campaigns of entities ranging from large global merchants to 

small online businesses.

•	 Transit: Public transportation is widely used across the globe 

and transit is perceived by some as one of the key applications 

for mobile. Pilots in the US and the UK have shown positive 

results to combine payments with contactless cards and 

possibly mobile wallet for transit. Using mobile for transit 

could be one of the first uses for consumers and would be 

a stepping stone to increase consumer confidence in mobile 

payments and speed up adoption. 

4: MOBILE WALLETS
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SOURCE: EDC/PCM ADVANCED PAYMENTS SURVEY 2012.



The Key Players
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For a new payment service to succeed it is imperative 

that there is some form of stakeholder collaboration 

especially in the early stages of its development. 

Lack of collaboration leads to multiple and often 

competing technical and operational standards. 

This leaves consumers confused and merchants 

exasperated. Merchants do not want to deploy several 

systems and invest in incompatible non-standardised 

infrastructure. 

Take the example from the world of payment cards. The 

major card brands such as Visa, MasterCard and American 

Express ensure common and interoperable technical 

standards across their networks. They collaborate with each 

other when new card payment technologies are developed. 

Smartcards all across the globe comply with common EMV 

standards, developed by the major card brands. More so 

in payments than anywhere else, this type of technical 

collaboration is essential as it allows payment system 

stakeholders to invest in a new technology without the 

fear of making multiple redundant investments. Common 

technical standards and interoperability does not mean that 

businesses cannot engage in active competition. 

Mobile payments are complex and involve a number of 

stakeholders. Here’s a brief roundup:

Banks and Card Companies: Payments traditionally 

have been the domain of banks. But the world of mobile 

payments is reshaping the order of things quite radically. 

Innovators in the banking world realise that just because 

they have been the traditional providers of payment 

services, it does not follow that they will also be the 

providers, by default, of mobile payments services to their 

customers. But incumbency has strengths and it remains 

to be seen how financial institutions, whose debit and 

credit card products dominate both physical and internet 

payment transactions, incorporate mobile payments 

within their channels of influence. 

Card Networks and Payment Schemes: Card networks 

such as Visa and MasterCard can be categorised separately, 

though their major customers are banks and other 

card issuers, because of their strategic initiatives and 

acquisitive activity over the past few years demonstrating 

the importance they attach to mobile in both developed 

and developing markets. Payment cards, though hugely 

successful in all types of payments – physical or online - 

have not succeeded in displacing low value payments that 

continue to be made with cash. Neither have they achieved 

significant levels of penetration in developing markets. 

These two long standing nagging challenges can finally be 

met through investment in the mobile payments. 

Mobile Network Operators: Mobile operators are 

active participants in the emerging mobile payment 

universe. They see mobile commerce as very much part 

of their business plans right from the start, from the 

time they started selling ringtones to their subscribers. 

Mobile operators are continuously investing to make 

mobile networks more efficient and faster. They see 

that revenues from voice and pure data services now 

need to be supplemented by new services to generate 

profitable revenue growth. Mobile payments is a key 

priority for them. 
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contract with Amazon to ensure their online sales are effectively processed 

and delivered. Amazon’s Kindle has also been highly successful and is one 

of the top tablet devices currently on the market. With a track record 

of successful innovation, Amazon is incorporating the mobile channel 

effectively within its business and technical architecture.

Apple has been rumoured to be working on NFC and may 

potentially incorporate the technology in its forthcoming devices. 

But like Google, Apple is likely to be more interested in offering 

attractive services to customers rather than becoming a pure 

payments provider.

Facebook and other social networking sites may also enter the 

already crowded field of mobile commerce. Currently their online 

/ mobile commerce initiatives are largely related to the needs of 

their users which involve buying, for example, Facebook Credits to 

play popular games. Outside Facebook, these credits have a strong 

chance of becoming a preferred incentive / loyalty scheme if not a 

separate system of payments. Millions of people are avid users of 

the Facebook mobile app, a broad base that could be introduced to 

mobile payments.

Payment Providers: There are also providers who have 

been able to develop successful payment networks on their own. 

Prominent among these is PayPal which initially became successful 

because of its popularity with the users of eBay, the online auction 

site, but is now a global mainstream payment system in its own right. 

PayPal is already a leader in mobile online payments and its mobile 

app, has become enormously popular over the last few months. 

It has also acquired several mobile payment start-ups to consolidate 

its position in mobile. Prominent among its acquisitions is Zong, a 

mobile payment company that works with mobile operators to 

charge mobile payments to phone bills or mobile prepaid accounts. In 

addition to this, PayPal is also expanding into the POS environment. 

They are currently running a pilot with Home Depot which enables 

consumers with PayPal accounts to swipe a PayPal card and provide 

a PIN, or simply provide their mobile phone number and PIN.

Online	and	Social	Networking	Players: This category is led 

by Google who have prioritised mobile commerce at the top of their 

strategic agenda. As discussed above, unlike banks, Google views 

the whole bundle of value added services, and not payments alone, as 

their core value proposition 

to customers. Consequently 

they have developed the 

Google Wallet which is being 

rolled out selectively in the 

United States. Others in this 

category include Amazon, 

Apple and Facebook.

Amazon is a powerful player 

in online commerce and has 

developed highly effective 

technologies to offer simple 

and convenient payment 

approaches such as its 1-click 

service to its customers. It 

provides online commerce 

services to other retailers who 

5: KEY PLAYERS DRIVINg gROWTh IN MOBILE PAYMENTS
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SOURCE: EDC/PCM ADVANCED PAYMENTS SURVEY 2012.



major mobile operators and is focused on using the SIM as the secure 

element for mobile proximity payments. The project has developed 

a pragmatic strategy to partner with card networks to ensure that 

it gets a wide acceptance footprint and sufficient momentum in the 

marketplace.

In the United Kingdom, a similar initiative has been launched 

where the mobile operators, Everything Everywhere, Telefonica 

(O2), and Vodafone UK have developed a joint venture to provide 

mobile payment services targeting general payments, mobile 

advertising, ticketing and other services. 

Bank-MNO	Joint	Initiatives

In the Netherlands, major Dutch operators KPN and Vodafone 

Netherlands and banks, ABN Amro, ING and Rabobank have 

announced a joint initiative to offer mobile payment services and are 

now awaiting approval from the European regulators.

The 2012 Survey respondents viewed that joint initiatives that 

involve both banks and mobile operators are more likely to be 

effective in driving growth in mobile payments than those that are 

led primarily by mobile operators. 

There are also bank led initiatives such 

as in India where the Interbank Mobile 

Payment Service (IMPS) service of the 

National Payments Corporation of India 

(NPCI) offers interbank electronic fund 

transfers over mobile phones.  
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The 2012 Survey indicated that payment industry professionals 

taking part in the survey clearly believe that Google and PayPal, 

perceived as the most innovative and committed to mobile 

payments, are more likely to drive growth in mobile payments than 

other players. (See chart 5)

PARTNERShIPS AND JOINT INITIATIVES

Realising the merits of collaboration, many players have developed 

partnerships with each other or formed active consortiums to offer 

mobile payment services to consumers and merchants. Two models 

are presented below to illustrate the type of eco-systems that are 

being created: 

MNO	Led	Joint	Initiatives

In France, the Cityzi mobile payment service is being trialled and 

is now in the process of being rolled out in other cities. Mass transit 

is a key target for this NFC based initiative which is supported by 

government funding.

In the United States, the ISIS project is a joint initiative led by the 

6: WhAT TYPE Of JOINT VENTuRE WILL BE MORE EffECTIVE?

SOURCE: EDC/PCM ADVANCED PAYMENTS SURVEY 2012.
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Risk Management and Security
These days computers are connected to each other over 

the internet all across the globe. This helps organised 

gangs of cybercriminals, well versed in technology and 

working from places beyond the reach of justice, launch 

repeated and often successful attacks on powerful, 

secure, firewalled and seemingly impregnable computer 

networks. Access to sensitive financial information, theft 

of personal identity, and fraudulent payments are stories 

we read in the papers on a daily basis.

Consequently, banks, card issuers and other providers 

of money related services take extra precautions and 

incorporate additional safety features such as small 

security devices for online banking and payments and 

cryptic algorithms in products such as smartcards to create 

highly secure solutions.

Mobile phones are now increasingly connected to the 

internet. They are also liable to be lost or stolen more 

than most other things, far more so than credit cards. 

This makes consumers anxious when asked about using 

their mobile handsets for making financial transactions. 

Consumers perceive the mobile device to be vulnerable 

and, therefore, require considerable clarifications and 

assurances before they feel comfortable using the phone to 

make payments. But this is not too dissimilar to the payment 

industry’s experience with cards in the early days when only 

the card number was often sufficient to authorise payments. 

The early magnetic stripe plastic card was highly vulnerable 

to compromise. But through appropriate customer 

communications and guarantees against fraudulent attacks 

and technological improvements, card issuers were able to 

gain consumer trust and grow the payment card business to 

where it is today.

For mobile payments to go mainstream, it is essential 

that mobile payment providers convince their customers 

that the device is safe to use for payments and in the event 

the phone is lost or compromised, they will be protected 

from any resultant losses. 

An overwhelming majority of respondents in the 2012 

Survey regard security an essential part of a mobile 

payment service but most also believe that the trick is 

in striking a balance between security and consumer 

experience as indicated in the chart below:

7: SECuRITY IN MOBILE PAYMENTS

SOURCE: EDC/PCM ADVANCED PAYMENTS SURVEY 2012.
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Survey respondents also realise that no payment method is 

guaranteed secure and bullet proof. Consequently, in order 

to instil consumer confidence in a new mode of payment, it is 

beneficial to extend fraud protection to consumers as is the case 

with credit cards. 

Banks, mobile operators and other payment providers need to 

continuously invest in security and closely monitor transaction 

activity and customer behaviour patterns to identify fraud before 

it happens. Card companies have developed risk management 

practices that contain fraud losses effectively, but even today, 

annual fraud losses in many markets run into the hundreds of 

millions of dollars. Mobile proximity payments that leverage 

existing payment networks much like payment cards, do not offer 

any additional substantial risks. 

Proximity payments are based on EMV standards which represent 

the most robust technology to date for card payments. In well 

managed institutions, card fraud losses are confined to only a few 

basis points of the transaction value. But continuous technological 

innovations and investment in risk management is essential to 

fight fraud as criminals develop new techniques and often, it is 

only a matter of time before a security innovation or protocol is 

compromised. 

For this reason, many stakeholders favour using a hardware based 

secure element, one of the three described above, for all types of 

mobile payments – whether mobile online or mobile proximity 

payments. Others, such as PayPal, on the other hand, have 

successfully demonstrated that mobile online transactions can be 

made safe and, because they do not require any new infrastructure 

to build or extra devices to be rolled out, can be offered to buyers 

and sellers without delay.
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Developing Markets
One can argue, quite rightly, that this report should 

have started with a section on developing markets. 

Developing markets are where some of the early and 

immensely impressive mobile payment success stories 

can be found.

It is interesting to note that in developing markets, 

mobile operators have taken the lead in developing 

and rolling out mobile payments services and have, by 

harnessing the popularity of the mobile phone, outflanked 

and outmanoeuvred banks completely in their own game.

The most talked about mobile initiative is in Kenya where 

Safaricom, a leading MNO in Kenya in which Vodafone 

has a significant stake, offers its M-PESA mobile payment 

service. Initially envisioned as a microfinance initiative, 

M-PESA is now widely used for all types of payments 

within Kenya and has successfully expanded to other 

markets such as Tanzania. Commencing in 2003, it has 

now achieved unprecedented success with an estimated 

14 million subscribers and 28,000 agents. In addition to 

domestic mobile payments, Safaricom today offers mobile 

savings accounts – a service called M-KESHO, international 

money transfers, and other payment related services.

M-PESA has also shown that mobile payments can make 

the mobile relationship a loyal – or “sticky” one. According 

to informal reports, despite attractive cheaper offers being 

available in the Kenyan market, subscribers often decide 

to stick to their provider, Safaricom, primarily because they 

use the M-PESA mobile payment service.

Other projects that have achieved success include 

mobile payment initiatives of Globe, a Philippine MNO, 

whose GCASH family of mobile payment services provide 

local as well as international mobile money transfers and 

payments. The other major MNO in the country, Smart 

– with 47 million subscribers, offers Smart Money which 

allows money transfers across its wide network.

One reason why mobile payments have had such an 

enormous impact in these markets is that the banking 

infrastructure is not widely available to the population 

particularly to those living in the rural areas. 

Opening bank branches is a costly exercise and banks 

have not been able to access a significant section of 

the available population. Internet connectivity is also 

very low in these countries and personal computers are 

largely unaffordable so that internet banking is also not 

a viable option. 

The mobile device has changed all that and mobile 

operators, far more so than banks, have been quick 

to realise the potential of offering financial services 

accessible through the ubiquitous mobile phone which 

everyone, from the city dweller to the farmer in a rural 

area, is equally likely to possess and use. Banks are now 

following suit and often refer to mobile banking as 

“branchless banking”.
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concerned and a significant majority believes that growth in these 

markets will outstrip growth in developed markets. 

Mobile led microfinance institutions, not the subject of this 

report, have an equally important role to play in the ongoing 

development plans of developing markets. These initiatives leverage 

the mobile phone to help the micro entrepreneur take out small 

loans and buy and sell raw materials or finished products over the 

mobile channel. 

There are many challenges, however, not the least of which are 

legal and regulatory. Even in the smallest least developed markets, 

mobile operators can encounter stiff resistance from the financial 

services community which wants these new entrants to comply with 

similar rules, regulations and prudential requirements as they do. 

Obtaining a bank license can be a time consuming and uncertain task 

and mobile operators often partner with banks, or acquire banks, as 

was the case with Telenor which acquired an existing microfinance 

bank with a banking license in order to offer its EasyPaisa mobile 

payment service in Pakistan.

Another reason, often overlooked, is that the executive 

management in these mobile operators foresaw the opportunity 

and boldly committed sufficient levels of investment, essential for 

success, instead of allocating small sums of money, as has happened 

in richer developed markets, to undertake small limited impact 

pilot programmes. 

The technology is relatively simple for these payments. It leverages 

text messaging which is sufficient for low end inexpensive mobile 

phones which dominate these markets. The business and operational 

organisation of these initiatives revolves around the use of agents 

so that physical cash can be deposited and withdrawn without any 

problems. Agents are trained and incentivised to hire other agents 

resulting in the steady growth of the agent network.

Respondents in the 2012 Survey agreed that mobile payments 

will contribute positively to the development of these markets 

enabling access to financial services for those who live with very 

limited incomes and in remote areas. They also expressed a vote 

of confidence in developing markets as far as mobile payments are 

8: MOBILE PAYMENTS IN DEVELOPINg MARKETS

SOURCE: EDC/PCM ADVANCED PAYMENTS SURVEY 2012.
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Mobile Payments for Businesses
So far the mobile commerce story has been viewed 

from the perspective of end consumers and merchants. 

It is this “retail” side of mobile financial services that 

has attracted the most interest and investment across 

diverse markets. 

An emerging area that is increasingly vying for our 

attention relates to the benefits of the mobile channel for 

businesses ranging from small entities to large corporate 

customers. Small businesses are always juggling finances 

and have to monitor their cash flow on a continuous 

basis. The mobile device is an excellent channel to access, 

monitor and control business finances and provides much 

needed flexibility to small business owners and managers. 

The size of the mobile screen offers a challenge and 

is not always conducive to use for serious business 

management activity other than managing office emails. 

But the emergence of mobile tablets potentially offers a far 

more convenient user interface for business applications. 

Greater levels of security will be required especially when 

it comes to initiating high value payments. 
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9: MOBILE TABLETS

SOURCE: EDC/PCM ADVANCED PAYMENTS SURVEY 2012.

The relevance of the mobile tablet devices to business 

or corporate use is highlighted in the 2012 Survey where 

respondents overwhelmingly agree that tablets will provide 

useful applications for businesses and corporate use but are 

divided over the question whether the tablet will become 

the preferred device for online banking or online commerce 

replacing the home computer or laptop. In future, as tablets 

improve and become more versatile and as powerful as 

laptop computers, this may change.

Merchants have more development costs as they will 

need to ensure that their apps and browser based offerings 

work for all types of mobile devices. For both, small 

businesses and large corporations, the mobile device is 

already being used for what are referred to as “workflow” 

solutions especially for companies with sales or staff that are 

on the move such as delivery companies, and also where 

“cash collection” is involved. 

Cash collection has relevance in developing markets where 

a company supplying merchandise to a large number of small 

distributors or sellers can collect cash safely and efficiently.
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Advanced	payments	relate	to	payments	that	leverage	new	

technologies, new approaches or simply new business 

models. Edgar, Dunn & Company (EDC) generally defines the 

term to include mobile, online and contactless payments. 

The 2012 Advanced Payments Survey (APS) was undertaken 

online jointly by Edgar, Dunn & Company (EDC) and Payments 

Card & Mobile magazine (PCM) over November and December 

2011. The respondents included representatives from financial 

institutions, central banks, mobile network operators (mobile 

operators), technology providers, consultants, retailers and payment 

entrepreneurs.

It is important to note that this is not a consumer survey. 

Respondents represented the payments industry directly or were in 

some way involved in providing or facilitating electronic payments.

A total of 525 responses were received. Around half of those 

responding were executives or senior managers within their 

organisations and just under a third, placed themselves in middle 

management. 

In terms of industry experience, more than 50% of the respondents 

had 10 or more years of tenure in their company or industry and 25% 

indicated their experience to be between 5 and 10 years.

Advanced Payments Survey

Role of Respondents

Tenure of  Respondents in Company or Current Industry

SOURCE: EDC/PCM ADVANCED PAYMENTS SURVEY 2012.

SOURCE: EDC/PCM ADVANCED PAYMENTS SURVEY 2012.
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Appendix – Payments 
Overview and Definitions
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•	 Mobile	payments: Mobile payments encompass two core 

payment types: 

o (a) mobile proximity payments at a POS terminal as described 

above

o (b) mobile remote payments: Physical presence at a POS is not 

required. A remote transaction can take place with the payer 

being practically anywhere in the world:

•	 Mobile	remote	(physical) – these are similar to online 

payments but initiated on a mobile device and cover transactions 

such as buying a book from a virtual bookstore

•	 Mobile	remote	(digital) – payments for digital goods such as 

mobile apps, entertainment or other content

•	 Mobile	personal	(domestic) – remote payments between 

individuals are also called mobile personal payments or mobile 

money transfers within a country or common area such as Single 

Euro Payment Area (SEPA) 

•	 Mobile	personal	(international) – cross border mobile 

personal payments or money transfers can also refer to 

international remittances.

There is no universal definition of what is included 

in “advanced payments” but for the purposes of this 

document, we have included online, contactless and 

mobile as the three core constituents of advanced 

payments. These are also referred to as emerging 

payments. This is not entirely accurate as some, such 

as internet payments, are now mainstream and cannot 

be	classified	as	emerging	anymore.	All	three	continue	

to benefit from advances in technology, new ideas and 

improvements in processing efficiencies.

ADVANCED PAYMENTS

•	 Online	or	Internet	payments: Payments or money transfers 

undertaken over the internet such as buying a book from a 

virtual bookstore, paying bills or simply making a payment to 

another individual or entity. These are made using payment 

cards, directly from bank accounts or with alternative payment 

products such as online wallets. 

•	 Contactless	payments: These can be categorised according to 

the following “form factors”:

o Payment cards: Payments made at retail and other point-

of-sale locations using contactless cards that use radio 

technology to initiate a payment transaction.

o Mobile handsets: More commonly referred to as “mobile 

proximity payments” using Near Field Communication (NFC). 

There is general consensus on NFC technology for mobile 

proximity payments but there continue be differences in how 

it will be implemented. Several “bridging” or alternative 

technologies for mobile proximity payments are also available 

such as barcodes or data over voice channel.

o Other: Contactless technology can be implemented in all 

types of consumer accessories including wrist watches or 

items that people wear and, as some early enthusiasts have 

demonstrated, it can even be embedded under a person’s skin.
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•	 Send	money	to	others

 These are also simply referred to as personal payments or 

money transfers or person-to-person payments (P2P) and 

consist of exchange of domestic funds between individuals 

for purposes such as sending money to dependants for their 

upkeep or for sharing joint expenses. When funds are sent 

across borders usually in different currencies, such transactions 

are called cross-border payments – more commonly called 

international remittances. 

Payment purpose

Payments can be viewed from a number of angles in 

order to understand and analyse customer behaviour 

by	segment	and	by	channel.	A	commonly	used	

categorisation of payments is by purpose. 

This is discussed below:

•	 Pay	for	retail	goods	and	services

 These are Consumer-to-Business payments (but often referred 

to as Business-to-Consumer or B2C payments). These are more 

commonly known simply as online purchases where goods or 

services are ordered and paid for from a formal seller such as a 

physical or online store. Merchant transaction fees or the fees 

the seller has to pay to their payment provider depend greatly on 

the underlying payment instrument used, risk factors as assessed 

by the provider and other payment terms and conditions.

•	 Pay	salaries	or	send	credits

 These are Business-to-Consumer payments and cover such 

things as salary credits, rebates, incentives and other credits.

•	 Pay	for	business	expenses	and	inputs

 Businesses pay for business expenses or for purchasing raw 

materials or other inputs to other entities – these payments 

are more commonly referred to business-to-business (B2B) 

payments. 

•	 Pay	for	low	value	items	

 Low value payments can be expensive to process for certain 

payment instruments. Examples include payments for 

newspapers, at parking meters, and automated kiosks. These 

payments are also sometimes referred to as micropayments. 

Also included are payments for digital downloads of small 

apps or entertainment / other digital goods. Definitions of a 

micropayment vary. 

•	 Pay	bills

 Bill Payments are B2C payments except that they relate 

primarily to the payment of household utility bills for things 

such as electricity or other items of regular consumption. 



Each payment type indicated above is supported by one 

or more of the following payments instruments and their 

underlying technology and systems infrastructure.

These instruments are briefly described below:

•	 Payment	from	Bank	Accounts

 Most banks offer payments to be made to businesses or 

individuals through their online banking services. These 

payments are processed and completed over automated clearing 

house (ACH) networks.

o Credit: Sending a payment – the sender or payer indicates 

the account details to which the payment is to be credited

o Standing Order: Sending a payment of a fixed amount on a 

regular basis by sender or payer instructing their bank.

o Direct Debit: is an instruction initiated by the payee 

or beneficiary to their bank to collect from the account of 

the payer. The instruction is accompanied with valid payer 

authorisation. Direct debit are beneficiary originated. 

•	 Payment	by	Debit	or	Credit	Cards
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 Payment card details are supplied securely (often encrypted) to 

the seller. This information could be stored in a secure format 

locally or on a remote server. The card details can also be 

manually entered for every purchase. The format and context of 

card information that may be stored locally by the merchant is 

closely controlled by standards-setting organisations.

•	 Payments	Using	Alternative	Payment	Instruments

 There are a number of different systems that have been rolled 

out that help consumers make payments to merchants or to 

each other. These range from wallet based systems that use a 

prefunded or prepaid account to one time anonymous vouchers 

which need to be purchased beforehand.

 PayPal is the best known example of a wallet based system 

that was initially used extensively for eBay transactions but is 

used for all types of payment transactions and across multiple 

markets. PayPal also offers a system by which every transaction is 

individually funded from a linked payment card or bank account.

•	 Payment	on	the	phone	bill

 For mobile, billing to a mobile phone bill has been used for 

selected items such as purchases relating to digital downloads of 

online content. Premium / reverse sms messaging has been used 

for these types of payments. 

Advanced Payments Context: Electronic payments from bank accounts 
are used for all types of remote B2C payments and money transfers but gen-
erally not used for POS payments. This is because these payments are not 
guaranteed and can take up to 3 days in some markets. Initiatives to link 
mobile phone numbers to bank accounts have been undertaken or are under 
consideration in some markets. Systems that complete a payment immediately 
or on the same day are already in place in certain markets.

Advanced Payments Context: A key advantage of payment cards – 
whether debit, credit or charge – is that most can be used for all types of 
online and mobile B2C and also B2B payments as well as contactless POS 
payments. P2P payments are rarely undertaken with payment cards but 
there are initiatives underway to make this payment widely if not universally 
available. For online payments cards are already used extensively and based 
on existing infrastructure, cards can be used for both proximity and remote 
mobile payments. 

Advanced Payments Context: Wallets serve online and mobile channels. 
Some payment providers already offer that. Also, the market will increasingly 
see the “payment conduit” functionality being developed and deployed for 
wallet based  payment systems where each transaction is funded individually 
from a bank account or payment card. This makes it easier for the consumer 
to make payments without the need to monitor the wallet account to see if 
they have enough funds to cover their planned purchases. 

Payment instruments
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